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1: NonStop Kernel system users fall into a number of classes, indicated by the Userid. What is true for Group managers?
A. The Userid is 255,254.
B. The Userid is m,255 where m in an integer from 1 to 254.
C. The Userid is 255,n where n is an integer from 1 to 254.
D. The Userid is m,n where m and n are integers from 1 to 254.
Correct Answers: B

2: Which statement is true if the global SAFEGUARD setting PASSWORD-REQUIRED = ON?
A. A password is required to log on as a Super ID.
B. A password is required for all users to log on to the system.
C. A password is required for a super ID or group manager ID to log on as another user.
D. A password is required to log on only if PASSWORD-MINIMUM-LENGTH is set greater than zero.
Correct Answers: C

3: What does an Alias inherit from the linked Userid? Select TWO.
A. the local access capabilities of the Userid
B. the remote access authority of the Userid
C. the same CAID/PAID as the Userid
D. the ability to change the owner of the Userid
E. the ability to remove the Userid from any ACL
Correct Answers: A C

4: Which statement is true about an Alias if the Userid it is linked to is frozen?
A. The Alias is automatically frozen.
B. It is still possible to logon as the Alias.
C. The Alias is automatically frozen at the next logon.
D. The alias can thaw the frozen Userid to which it is linked.
Correct Answers: B

5: Which Safeguard configuration attribute forces privileged Userids to always use a password when they authenticate as another user?
A. LOGON-PASSWORD-MANDATORY
B. PASSWORD-REQUIRED
C. AUTHENTICATE-PASSWORD-MANDATORY
D. AUTHENTICATE-PASSWORD-REQUIRED
Correct Answers: B

6: What is the name of the iTP Secure WebServer utility used for password administration?
A. wsadmin
B. webadmin
7: A user is added with the following specified in the User configuration record:
PASSWORD-MUST-CHANGE EVERY 30 DAYS
PASSWORD-EXPIRY-GRACE 29 DAYS
When is the user allowed to change the password?
A.today only  
B.within 29 days  
C.within 30 days  
D.within 59 days  
Correct Answers: D

8: Which Safeguard configuration attribute is used to hide passwords during logon?
A.LOGON-PASSWORD-HIDDEN  
B.LOGON-PASSWORD-BLIND  
C.AUTHENTICATE-PASSWORD-HIDDEN  
D.BLINDLOGON  
Correct Answers: D

9: Which statement about the FTP server is true when a user name appears in the 
$SYSTEM.ZTCPIP.FTPUSERS file?
A.It allows access to the configured FTP services.  
B.It rejects access without authenticating the user definition.  
C.It allows access without authenticating the user definition.  
D.It rejects access if the user does not have execute permission.  
Correct Answers: B

10: If an OBJECTTYPE USER record exists, which criteria must the person executing an ADD 
ALIAS command meet to complete the task successfully? Select TWO.
A.be a super-group user  
B.be the SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR  
C.be the owner of the underlying Userid  
D.be a group member of the underlying Userid  
E.have CREATE authority on the OBJECTTYPE USER access control list  
Correct Answers: C E